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Summary of Designed to Win by Po Chung
2021-02-23 how does dhl succeed where other courier
companies fail since the 1970s it has offered delivery
options in far flung locations including some that
other courier services don t reach and operated
according to values its leaders see as timeless and
cross cultural po chung author and co founder of dhl
international explains that part of the company s
success hinges on its human centric approach it
values special customer service moments robots can t
replicate dhl s pioneering path offers multiple lessons
for designing and developing a strong global company
including chung s clearly written accessible advice for
leaders who want to create holistic growth this
officially licensed summary of designed to win was
produced by getabstract the world s largest provider
of book summaries getabstract works with hundreds
of the best publishers to find and summarize the most
relevant content out there find out more at
getabstract com
The Will to Win 2016-07-16 kid youd better get
home your parents are going to be looking for you
dont you know its getting late and dark get home kid
it was getting late and i was shooting by the light of
the moon but i was forty years old and my parents
turned me loose many years ago i may have looked
like a kid who should be out getting ready for a trick
or treat journey but i was on a basketball mission and
when i told the concerned visitors that i would be ok
for the night and that i was over forty they were a bit
shocked



16-Win-By-Two 2017-02-28 packed with time tested
techniques and real life case studies this work and life
field guide is based on the famous training program of
the same name now you can put this powerful
resource to work in your search for fulfillment in your
professional and personal life
Play to Win! 2013-09-01 the summary of born to win
find your success presented here include a short
review of the book at the start followed by quick
overview of main points and a list of important take
aways at the end of the summary the summary of in
the 2012 film born to win an insightful and practical
philosophy for achieving one s goals is presented you
have to first plan and prepare to win only then can
you expect to win this book demonstrates how to put
this philosophy into practise from setting a vision and
goals to preparing yourself for success and giving
yourself the tools you need it also emphasises the
significance of maintaining a positive frame of mind
and taking care of one s whole being born to win
summary includes the key points and important
takeaways from the book born to win by zig ziglar
with tom ziglar disclaimer 1 this summary is meant to
preview and not to substitute the original book 2 we
recommend for in depth study purchase the excellent
original book 3 in this summary key points are
rewritten and recreated and no part text is directly
taken or copied from original book 4 if original author
publisher wants us to remove this summary please
contact us at support mocktime com
Summary of Born to Win – [Review Keypoints and



Take-aways] 2022-11-27 traces the development of u s
military sports and explains how and why the
american armed forces embraced sports as a crucial
part of training and entertainment for the men and
ultimately women in uniform
Playing to Win 1997-04-24 playing to win raising
children in a competitive culture follows the path of
elementary school age children involved in
competitive dance youth travel soccer and scholastic
chess why do american children participate in so
many adult run activities outside of the home
especially when family time is so scarce by analyzing
the roots of these competitive afterschool activities
and their contemporary effects playing to win
contextualizes elementary school age children s
activities and suggests they have become proving
grounds for success in the tournament of life
especially when it comes to coveted admission to elite
universities and beyond in offering a behind the
scenes look at how tiger moms evolve playing to win
introduces concepts like competitive kid capital the
carving up of honor and pink warrior girls perfect for
those interested in childhood and family education
gender and inequality playing to win details the
structures shaping american children s lives as they
learn how to play to win
Playing to Win 2013-08-03 essential reading for
anyone wanting to achieve their dreams liv is an
inspiration grant cardone new york times bestselling
author liv s extraordinary ability and passion is
admirable a winning read gary lineker in the way to



win freestyle football world champion and tiktok
sensation liv cooke opens up about her journey to
becoming the best freestyler in the world drawing
from experience liv shares an easy to follow 10 step
guide to achieving your dream from correctly setting
out your goals and forming good habits to handling
nerves and maintaining success with a positive
attitude and holistic approach to productivity liv
explores how you can find inspiration in your life and
of course provides an insight into how she achieved
incredible success at such a young age the way to win
is the ultimate guide to reaching the top of any
industry and becoming your best self
The Way to Win 2021-09-30 it is biggest sporting
event in the world watched by billions in a game
played on every scrap of land on the planet it is every
boy s dream to win it yet just seven countries from
only two continents ever have why and most
importantly how how to win the world cup takes apart
all the previous 18 editions of football s pre eminent
competition to look at the sporting dna as well as the
vital statistics of winning teams it debunks myths and
turns accepted truths on their heads in search of the
essence of victory home advantage helps surely only
once in the past three decades well the best team
wins then it s only seven matches after all not since
brazil in 1970 and don t ask a dutchman by going
beyond tactics and teams to examine factors as
diverse as team spirit and the choice of captain media
hype and public expectation the political climate and
even the weather luck penalties and cheating play a



part too of course graham mccoll has produced a
world cup book unlike any to have gone before it and
at the end of the day he looks at what the 32 nations
who have qualified for south africa 2010 are bringing
to the table and if they have what it takes do england
have the recipe for success can they win the world
cup for the first time in 44 years you read it here first
How to Win the World Cup 2010-06-10 when it comes
to elections campaigns matter and despite the ever
increasing role of volunteers and amateurs modern
american political campaigns are a professional affair
understanding how they are run and how campaign
strategies are set requires an in depth analysis of
what political consultants do from opposition research
to public opinion polling and from directing media
strategies to mobilzing voters with fundraising a
priority at all stages at all levels of the electoral arena
modern sophisticated campaigns cannot hope to be
effective without the guiding disciplines of
professional consultants this thoroughly updated
edition of dennis w johnson s classic text originally
titled no place for amateurs highlights the growing
importance of social media targeting and analytics
super pacs and dark money in a post citizens united
world
Hired to Fight, Hired to Win 2015-06-26 a new
york times book review editors choice one of kirkus
reviews ten best us history books of 2022 a leading
historian tells the story of the united states most
enduring political party and its long imperfect and
newly invigorated quest for moral capitalism from



andrew jackson to joseph biden one of kirkus reviews
40 most anticipated books of 2022 one of vulture s 49
books we can t wait to read in 2022 the democratic
party is the world s oldest mass political organization
since its inception in the early nineteenth century it
has played a central role in defining american society
whether it was exercising power or contesting it but
what has the party stood for through the centuries
and how has it managed to succeed in elections and
govern in what it took to win the eminent historian
michael kazin identifies and assesses the party s long
running commitment to creating moral capitalism a
system that mixed entrepreneurial freedom with the
welfare of workers and consumers and yet the same
party that championed the rights of the white working
man also vigorously protected or advanced the causes
of slavery segregation and indian removal as the party
evolved towards a more inclusive egalitarian vision it
won durable victories for americans of all
backgrounds but it also struggled to hold together a
majority coalition and advance a persuasive agenda
for the use of government kazin traces the party s
fortunes through vivid character sketches of its key
thinkers and doers from martin van buren and william
jennings bryan to the financier august belmont and
reformers such as eleanor roosevelt sidney hillman
and jesse jackson he also explores the records of
presidents from andrew jackson and woodrow wilson
to bill clinton and barack obama throughout kazin
reveals the rich interplay of personality belief strategy
and policy that define the life of the party and outlines



the core components of a political endeavor that may
allow president biden and his co partisans to renew
the american experiment
What It Took to Win 2022-03-01 in this completely
revised and updated second edition of his best selling
book how to win lotteries sweepstakes and contests in
the 21st century over 75 000 copies sold steve ledoux
america s sweepstakes king reveals the secrets that
have enabled him to win thousands and thousands of
dollars in cash and prizes he also shares his skills in
choosing lottery numbers entering and winning
sweepstakes and contests and spotting illegal scams
in this savvy collection of prize winning strategies
lottery and sweepstakes hopefuls learn how to find the
right contests to enter how to protect themselves from
cheaters and what to expect after winning including
how to deal with the irs and give interviews to the
media internet sweepstakes contests game shows and
resources complete this guide to winning the jackpot
readers will learn how to easily increase their chances
of becoming a winner strategies for choosing lottery
numbers how to spot an illegal lottery sweepstakes or
contest where to find out about lotteries sweepstakes
and contests taking place nationwide how to choose
which lotteries sweepstakes and contests to enter
what to expect after they ve won their fortune from
dealing with the irs to giving interviews to newspaper
and television reporters
How to Win Lotteries, Sweepstakes, and Contests
in the 21st Century 2004-07-01 is there anything in
sport to compare with the sustained excitement of a



cricket match especially a test match in which the
advantage continually fluctuates one way and then the
other and when the match enters its last few minutes
all four results are still possible after entertaining
countless radio listeners around the world for decades
who better to convey the breathless drama of a test
match cliffhanger than henry blofeld now in ten to win
and the last man in he has personally selected thirty
matches featuring unforgettable finishes and brought
them vividly to life again in his own inimitable way
ranging from the match winning bowling of f r
spofforth against w g grace s england in 1882 via the
first tied test between benaud s australia and worrell
s west indies in 1960 to the never say die batting of
ben stokes in 2019 he picks out the key events and
performances of each memorable match and
describes them as only he can alongside the big
hitting heroics of jessop in 1902 and botham in 1981
he revisits less celebrated matches such as south
africa s hard fought first test win in 1906 as well as a
crucial innings from denis compton in 1948 and a
match saving performance by a young alan knott in
guyana in 1968 one of the most exciting matches he
has ever witnessed first hand filled with colourful
detail and informed by insight gained from a lifetime
immersed in the sport he loves henry blofeld s latest
book will leave the reader in no doubt as he himself
puts it about what an absurdly irresistible game
cricket can be
Ten to Win . . . And the Last Man In 2021-09-16 a
quick and easy program for professionals who want to



reach the pinnacle of success dynamic public speaker
and consultant nicki joy presents the powerful tools
winners use to get to the top of their profession a
regular at sales conferences and seminars around the
country she has helped thousands of professionals
achieve more than they ever thought they could she
offers a quick fun and powerful program that takes
just seven minutes a day to master but offers a
lifetime s worth of expert guidance and sales strategy
salespeople managers and executives will utilize joy s
prescriptive plan for competing in a highly
competitive marketplace with specialized power
points designed to help any professional surpass their
expectations nicki joy washington dc is the founder of
nicki joy associates inc a specialized sales consultancy
whose clients have included such names as walt
disney imagineering smith barney prudential chase
bank and met life she has written on the sales
profession in such publications as the washington post
and entrepreneur magazine and has appeared on cnbc
and fox national news
To win or to die 1904 how has sport starting as the
happy games of childhood become branded as an
endless competition of winning and losing why is the
public apparently unperturbed with humiliating so
many people it can cost five thousand losers to
produce one winner sport a weapon of mass
destruction will to win tries to explain why millions
trek weekly to its myriad global chapels stadiums for
worship blessing and succour and how it spreads its
tentacles across the globe and floods daily media and



how it has the confidence to believe its winners can
teach the community how to become successful in
business and life this book is a work of reflection by a
social scientist
What Winners Do to Win! 2003-05-26 史上最も称賛されたceo
とthinkers50のビジネス思想家に学ぶ
Will to Win 2018-11-01 iris has accepted nem s
challenge for a fantasy fashion battle and the day is
drawing near there s only one condition ichiro s not
allowed to help in any way as iris strains to find the
inspiration and the funds to conquer a professional
designer other players appear with an intent to
influence the competition from behind the scenes
劇画でわかるこうすれば必ず人は動く 2018-01-18 now in its third
edition this bestseller offers new data
recommendations and observations that explore the
choices for success available to students in the
academic middle
P&G式 「勝つために戦う」戦略 2023-08-04 most important there
is no evidence that the good will built by u s doctors
transferred to the south vietnamese forces and in fact
the opposite may have been true american programs
may have emphasized the inability of the south
vietnamese government to provide basic health care
to its own people furthermore the programs may have
demonstrated to vietnamese civilians that foreign
soldiers cared more for them than their own troops
did if that is the case the programs actually did more
harm than good in the attempt to win hearts and
minds book jacket
Paying to Win in a VRMMO: Volume 4 2017-08-18



this cg animated action adventure offers a prequel to
mass effect 3 telling the story of james vega alliance
marine and leader of an elite military unit sent deep
into distant space to combat a strange and largely
unknown race of aggressive aliens known as the
collectors cammila collar rovi
Other Ways to Win 2006-02-16 it can be hard for busy
professionals to find the time to read the latest books
stay up to date in a fraction of the time with this
concise guide despite first being published over 75
years ago the advice offered in how to win friends and
influence people remains startlingly relevant from
enabling you to make friends quickly to becoming a
better salesperson and handling tricky complaints
carnegie provides helpful suggestions and
explanations on how to deal with any situation and
improve your communication with others the book has
sold over 30 million copies world wide and was named
the 19th most influential book by time magazine
carnegie was born into poverty and made his fortune
through his public speaking course dale carnegie
training a program which helps individuals overcome
their fear of public speaking to this date over 8 million
people have completed the course across more than
90 countries this book review and analysis is perfect
for anyone who wants to master the art of winning
friends anyone needing to learn how to influence
others anyone interested in reading one of the
bestselling self help books of all time about 50minutes
com book review the book review series from the
50minutes collection is aimed at anyone who is



looking to learn from experts in their field without
spending hours reading endless pages of information
our reviews present a concise summary of the main
points of each book as well as providing context
different perspectives and concrete examples to
illustrate the key concepts
Military Medicine to Win Hearts and Minds 2004
i m certain you ve played the classic game truth or
dare to play this game you have two choices either
you must perform the dare or you must answer the
question truthfully and out of the countless games you
ve played have you ever been dared to win in that
case allow me to formally introduce myself since you
ve officially met your match my name is kanita
washington and i am a winner but guess what so are
you to be successful you must know the rules and
apply them to your life winning is intentional it is not
accidental just like everything else in life there are
laws to winning now here s the question are you ready
to win after all i just dared you
How to Win the Nobel Prize 2004-10-25 how to win
the lottery 2 books in 1 with how to win the lottery
and law of attraction 16 most important secrets to
manifest your millions health wealth abundance
happiness and love this compilation book includes law
of attraction the 9 most important secrets to
successfully manifest health wealth abundance
happiness and love how to win the lottery 7 secrets to
manifesting your millions with the law of attraction by
following what the first book of this compilation
teaches and using the law of attraction your life could



drastically change in no time imagine a life where you
are more successful happier healthier and more loved
experiencing the abundance in life and overflowing
with joy that is possible with the law of attraction
whether you are a beginner on this topic or an
advanced practitioner of the law of attraction this
book will have something new for you in this book you
will learn how the law of attraction works how to
harness the power of the universe how to raise your
frequency to attract what you want from the universe
how to raise your vibration how to attract health how
to attract wealth how to attract happiness how to
attract love how to attract an abundant life positive
actions you can start taking today to harness the
power of the law of attraction and much more in the
second book you will learn the power of your mind
and how it can turn your thoughts for real use the law
of attraction to manifest abundant wealth a step by
step guide on manifesting money take the first step by
optimizing yourself using holistic approach learn how
to manifest your desire the power of your intention
affirmation and the law of attraction how to write
affirmations and eliminate negative thoughts build
your own dream board and other creative visual tools
live your dream and show gratitude to the universe
avoid missing out on opportunities that could lead you
to your dream sharing your success to help others
make the law of attraction work for you the secrets
are all within this compilation book if you want to
make the law of attraction work for you all you have
to do is to read this book and start taking action



How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale
Carnegie 2017-03-16 from the back cover sun tzu 10x
strategy playbook to win 10x shows you how to apply
the ten strategy rules you have discovered and
learned in sun tzu 10x 10 strategy rules to win 10x so
that you can dominate your industry you dominate
your industry by creating and offering ten times of
better or similar business values your competitors are
offering correctly implementing these ten strategy
rules will give you ten times of competitive advantage
ten times of effectiveness and competitiveness ten
times of power and ten times of values you need in
order to successfully compete and win ten times in
your business competition for more information on
our business strategy books business strategy
planners business strategy courses and business
strategy certification programs visit our websites
jamessonhill com and suntzustore com
I Dare You to Win 2021-09-03 the summary of how to
win friends and influence people presented here
include a short review of the book at the start
followed by quick overview of main points and a list of
important take aways at the end of the summary the
summary of using the seven slice method the work life
balance myth is a guide to managing stress and
creating harmony across the important areas of your
life that you ve identified as being important to you
the seven slice method decontextualizes life into
seven key areas and demonstrates how spending time
in each of them every day can help you overcome
pressure and find peace rather than dividing your



waking hours between work and life this method
suggests that you spend time in each of these areas
every day how to win friends and influence people
summary includes the key points and important
takeaways from the book how to win friends and
influence people by dale carnegie disclaimer 1 this
summary is meant to preview and not to substitute the
original book 2 we recommend for in depth study
purchase the excellent original book 3 in this
summary key points are rewritten and recreated and
no part text is directly taken or copied from original
book 4 if original author publisher wants us to remove
this summary please contact us at support mocktime
com
How to Win the Lottery 2021-02-08 how to win
campaigns is a practical guide for creating and
running successful campaigns written for the new
campaigner and the experienced communicator alike
it explores what works and what doesn t and shows
how to use principles and strategy in campaigning as
a new form of public politics applicable to any issue
and from any point of view the book s key steps and
tools provide models of motivation analysis and
communication structure this fully revised and
updated second edition includes the following new
features campaign master planner political checklist
motivational values behaviour change campaigning
and the climate issue dealing with disasters using
celebrities being interesting brainstorming visual
narratives a strategy for values behaviour politics and
opinion emergencies tame and wicked problems how



to tell if you are winning plus all new case studies on
new media and the obama campaign the smoking ban
chemicals and health and greening apple computers
How to Win Your Next Soccer Game and Coaching
Very Young Soccer Players 2020-06-28 updated for
the first time in more than forty years dale carnegie s
timeless bestseller how to win friends and influence
people a classic that has improved and transformed
the personal and professional lives of millions this
new edition of the most influential self help book of
the last century has been updated under the care of
dale s daughter donna introducing changes that keep
the book fresh for today s readers with priceless
material restored from the original 1936 text one of
the best known motivational guides in history dale
carnegie s groundbreaking publication has sold tens
of millions of copies been translated into almost every
known written language and has helped countless
people succeed carnegie s rock solid experience
tested advice has remained relevant for generations
because he addresses timeless questions about the art
of getting along with people how to win friends and
influence people teaches you how to communicate
effectively how to make people like you how to
increase your ability to get things done how to get
others to see your side how to become a more
effective leader how to successfully navigate almost
any social situation and so much more how to win
friends and influence people is a historic bestseller for
one simple reason its crucial life lessons conveyed
through engaging storytelling have shown readers



how to become who they wish to be with the newly
updated version of this classic that s as true now as
ever
SUN TZU 10X™: STRATEGY PLAYBOOK TO WIN 10X
2023-02-07 taiwan s politics in action struggling to
win at the ballot box is about the most interesting and
exciting aspects of taiwan s politics political
competition in the form of electioneering campaigns
and voting the author first analyzes the theories
constructs or simply ideas about elections especially
who wins them and why the most discussed by the
pundits and the scholars are the watermelon and the
pendulum theory voting as before or not the economic
or pocketbook theory is also popular although
whether this means economic growth or greater
equity has changed which party or candidate has the
most money is also predictive other constructs or
simply ideas are also commonplace divide and
conquer is another approach another is the best
campaign agenda so too picking the most attractive
candidates professionalism in campaigning and the
use of social media are also favorite ideas so is the
appeal to voters ethnicity espousing liberal or
conservative ideas using protest focusing on constant
concerns such as peace and corruption and finally the
appeals of populism and progressivism the author
then examines taiwan s two most recent elections the
2018 mid term or collection of local elections and the
2020 national presidential and legislative election to
apply the theories the nationalist party or kuomintang
kmt won the former the democratic progressive party



dpp won the latter giving the observer a choice of
evidence about how to win the author concludes that
taiwan s democracy is being challenged but is still
popular in spite of strong external forces and other
worries
Summary of How to win friends and influence
people 2012-06-25 thoughts are very real things they
can be compared to the elements that create the
weather we experience from clear and sunny to
overcast and dreary your thought machine mind
creates your reality whether or not you are
consciously aware of it you alone control the angles
and rotations of the kaleidoscopic mirrors within the
workings of your mind if you dont like your reality you
can always adjust your outlook simply by adjusting
your way of thinking one of lifes mercies is that we
can retrain our mind this guide is an appeal for
rational thinking when all is said and done there are
only three fundamental areas over which you have any
real control in your life how you think feel as in two
sides of the same coin how you act and how you react
when you are unhappy in life or love the best place to
start looking for both the cause and the cure is within
the inner narrative of your thoughts it is here you will
find the fountainhead of resiliency from which your
strength and well being flow resiliency in people is not
an accidental occurrence rather it is the cumulative
effect of an individuals decision making in a nutshell
humans need not always interpret things in the
negative instead the choice to view things either as a
positive or as a negative is entirely your own to make



the intelligent approach insists you strive to see both
the positive and the negative in people situations and
events doing so wont negate the negative it simply
helps to balance it the knowledge contained in a users
guide to your mind is threefold how to live mindfully
of your thoughts how to exercise emotional
intelligence in relationships and how to exercise social
intelligence in everyday life exercising social and
emotional intelligencealong with good old common
senseis essential to soundly managing your thoughts
feelings and behaviors if you are tired of just talking
about making changes and are now actually prepared
to do something about it the guidance within will
provide detailed blueprints to get you started in
redesigning your life and relationships best of all you
can implement what you learn as you see fit according
to your own goals value system and moral principles
this book shows you how
How to Win Campaigns 2022-05-17 the way to win
How to Win Friends and Influence People
2020-11-13 an exit strategy if implemented early is
the surprising secret to ultimate startup success find
out why and how to develop one in this
comprehensive practical guide from veteran silicon
valley dealmaker touraj parang in 2008 touraj parang
s award winning startup jaxtr had 10 million users
raised nearly 20 million from top tier silicon valley
investors and seemed poised to sail straight through
the great recession but by january of 2009 jaxtr s only
hope for survival was to find a buyer sadly it was too
late for that in exit path touraj draws on the lessons



learned from that chaotic experience and the
extraordinary successes that followed once he and the
entrepreneurs he advises made creating and
executing an exit strategy a top priority for too long
entrepreneurs have been failing to establish the
requisite relationships and properly prepare for the
most important milestone in their life cycle a sale to
an acquirer but in today s hyper competitive and
interconnected business world that is no longer an
option in this first of its kind comprehensive guide you
ll discover the surprising reasons few startups
succeed while many fail and you ll learn that
implementing an exit strategy early will empower you
to take charge of your startup s ultimate fate
maximizing its potential for success while mitigating
the risks of failure arranged in four sequential parts
exit path walks you through actionable steps to devise
and execute an effective exit strategy starting with a
fresh new perspective on the critical importance of
creating a viable sale option for your startup you ll
learn why creating your exit strategy is necessary well
before you re contemplating an exit regardless of the
stage of your startup you ll also discover how to
create your own exit plan how to make your plan a
reality through personal and business relationships
and how to approach and negotiate with acquirers for
an outcome best aligned with your values and
ambitions should the need arise whether you are an
entrepreneur investor or advisor the expert advice
and insights in exit path will inspire you to take
charge of your startup s destiny and unlock its



strategic potential and options over time
Taiwan's Politics In Action: Struggling To Win At
The Ballot Box 2011-11-21 quitters never win
winners never quit and i am no quitter the gorgeous
blonde i had a one night stand with three years ago
breezes back into my life without warning i may have
made a mess of things back then but there is no way
am i letting her go this time the only problem she
hates me for what i did to her lucky for me she needs
me when her jerk of an ex shows up she panics and
tells him that i m her boyfriend she thinks we re
pretending but what s happening between us is one
hundred percent real and i will do whatever it takes to
prove it to her we can play this game all she wants but
this time i m playing to win
A User’S Guide to Your Mind Volume Ii How to Win in
Love & Get Along with Each Other 2012-12-15
provides step by step instructions on how to win when
playing competitive games covering the basics of
choosing a game how to get familiar with it the
importance of getting connected to the player
community and building an environment for yourself
that sets you up to succeed how to build up basic
proficiency in a game and more
How To Win Kaun Banega Crorepati 2022-08-02
an ideal book for anyone who really wants to achieve
more in life from jack canfield and mark victor hansen
the 1 new york times bestselling authors of the
chicken soup for the soul series how are you doing
just okay not so great getting by jack canfield and
mark victor hansen have inspired millions of people



around the world to break through their fears and
create their ideal lives now in dare to win they show
you how to eliminate the roadblocks that prevent you
from fulfilling your potential so you can get what you
want out of life from expanding your imagination and
focusing your energy to achieving total prosperity and
awakening your spiritual self dare to win teaches you
to think like the winner you truly are and to believe in
what you can become you ll soon discover that you
can conquer your fears accept life s rewarding
challenges and win
The Way to Win 2021-11-12 publisher s warning in
the wrong hands this book is dangerous we
recommend that you arm yourself with it whilst
keeping it out of the hands of others only buy this
book as a gift if you are sure that you can trust the
recipient in this witty and infectious book madsen
pirie provides a complete guide to using and indeed
abusing logic in order to win arguments he identifies
with devastating examples all the most common
fallacies popularly used in arguments we all like to
think of ourselves as clear headed and logical but all
readers will find in this book fallacies of which they
themselves are guilty the author shows you how to
simultaneously strengthen your own thinking and
identify the weaknesses in other people arguments
and more mischievously pirie also shows how to be
deliberately illogical and get away with it this book
will make you maddeningly smart your family friends
and opponents will all wish that you had never read it
the book includes entries on affirming the consequent



blinding with science conclusion which denies
premises emotional appeals the exception that proves
the rule half concealed qualification poisoning the
well positive conclusion from negative premise
shifting the burden of proof trivial questions wishful
thinking
Exit Path: How to Win the Startup End Game
2005
Playing to Win 1996-02-01
Playing to Win 2007-09-01
Dare to Win
How to Win Every Argument
Anything to Win
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